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ANU SCUBA Club strategy - 2018 
 
Club purpose 
To foster safe, diverse, affordable SCUBA diving opportunities for the ANU community 
by: 

● providing a network/framework through which recreational diving can be 
organised 

● keeping costs affordable for members and subsidising diving for students 
 
Challenges and how we propose to address them 
The Club faces a number of challenges in meeting its purpose with a high level of 
effectiveness. In providing a network/framework for diving, success for the Club is 
measured in membership numbers, active members, number of trips run and the 
number of dives undertaken on each trip. In keeping costs affordable, success is 
measured in the financial stability of the Club, combined with the value of subsidies 
provided to students. 
 
The Club’s purpose can be met through the following: 
 

● Increasing diving opportunities 
○ no. of trips - maintain the current frequency of trips. 
○ diversity of trips - maintain the current diversity of trips, providing 

opportunity for both more experienced and beginner divers to develop 
their skills. 

○ no. of participants - increase the number of members signing up to trips, 
and encourage participants to do more dives on each trip.  

● Increasing the support for organisation of trips 
○ reducing admin burden on committee - allow efforts to be focussed on 

duties that directly support the Club’s purpose, and less on administration. 
○ reducing admin burden on trip organisers - provide better guidance to trip 

organisers and confer more autonomy. 
○ more incentive for towers? - consider if additional incentives for towers 

can increase the number of members that can tow. 
○ committing towers to a few big trips and having an admin buddy - try and 

get commitment from towers for some of the bigger weekends early on. 
● Continue promotion of safe diving 

○ Culture of safety and open discussions - continue to encourage open 
discussion of safety incidents and what to do in scenarios. 
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○ Incident reporting - encourage incident reporting so that the Club can be 
aware of any systematic or trending safety concerns. 

○ Promotion of diving within limits and taking responsibility for own safety - 
trip organisers to continue to provide a description of the experience level 
required for trips, and encourage members to consider theirs during dive 
planning. 

● Continue outreach to new and existing members 
○ Facebook page - continue to use Facebook as a mechanism to advertise 

trips and other Club events. 
○ Website - update the website to make it easier to find information. 
○ Newsletter - quarterly newsletter to keep members up to date with 

Committee decisions and Club news. 
○ Set out the dive calendar more in advance - aim to have trips planned out 

further in advance to encourage new members to join and existing 
members time to arrange their lives to be able to get away. 

● Continue alignment with SRA’s requirements 
○ Audit - continue the current system of compiling and reconciling receipts 

and invoices throughout the year to reduce the work required at audit time. 
○ Grants process - continue to work with the SRA to predict member 

numbers, in order to receive the maximum entitlement for grants. 
○ Continue to respond to administrative changes - continue dialogue with 

the SRA and give feedback where changes cause the Club detriment. 
○ Responsible alcohol by end of 2018 - comply with the SRA’s requirements 

for each SRA Club to attain Good Sports Level 1 accreditation (if 
applicable to the ANUSC) . 

● Keep club finances in good health 
○ Income from grants - increase member numbers to increase grant 

entitlement. 
○ Income from trips - increase participation in Club trips. 
○ Assess fee structure - ensure that trip fees are consistent. 
○ Assess gear inventory - consider reducing the gear inventory if member 

numbers continue to stay low. 
 
 
 
Succession plan 
The Club relies on a number of experienced members that can take leadership roles in 
terms of dive experience, boat experience and Committee roles. In all three aspects, 
succession is dependent on these skills being transferred to newer members. 
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● Training people up in dive and boat skills - ensuring that newer members gain 
experience not just in diving, but also related boat skills such as driving, 
anchoring and using the radio, and knowledge of dive sites. 

● Developing leaders to be next committee members - introduction of ‘shadow 
members’ that can learn skills such as maintenance without the commitment of 
being a Committee member. 

● Keep a cash reserve to ensure the club can survive a high-cost replacement - 
ensure the 15-year plan leaves the Club with at least a $30k surplus overall, to 
cover a high-cost replacement such as a boat engine. 

 
 
 
Selection policy 
The Club does not compete and therefore does not have a selection policy. The only 
requirement to joining the club is to have an open-water SCUBA licence, the minimum 
point considered by the international diving community at which divers are independent, 
capable of unassisted diving. The Club has no plans to remove this requirement as it 
cannot provide certification, and allowing uncertified (dependent) divers to participate 
would jeopardise their safety and the safety of others. 
 
 
 


